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• Term derived from Carl Rogers in his writing
about client centered therapy

• Aims to enable person/couple make a decision
that is right for them. Particularly in pregnancy
or in predictive testing for known gene
mutations

• This assumes there is a choice and no pressure
from public health policies
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• What about your services?



Genetic counselling is a communication process that deals with the occurrence, or risk of
occurrence, of a (possibly) genetic disorder in the family. The process involves an attempt by
appropriately trained person(s) to help the individual or the family to

(1)understand the medical facts of the disorder;

(2) appreciate how heredity contributes to the disorder and the risk of recurrence in
specified relatives;

(3) understand the options for dealing with the risk of recurrence;

(4) use this genetic information in a personally meaningful way that promotes health,
minimizes psychological distress and increases personal control;

(5) choose the course of action which seems appropriate to them in the view of their risk
and their family goals, and act in accordance with that decision;

(6) make the best possible adjustment to the disorder in an affected family member and/or
to the risk of recurrence of that disorder.

(modified from Frazer FC: Genetic counselling. Am J Hum Genet 1974:26:636-661, Biesecker and Peters:Process Studies
in Genetic counseling: peering into the black box. Am J Med Genetics 2001:106:191-198, , Resta, R. G. (2006), Defining
and redefining the scope and goals of genetic counseling. Am. J. Med. Genet.)
http://www.eurogentest.org/professionals/info/public/unit3/final_recommendations_genetic_counselling.xhtml
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Reality of WGS

Role of genetic counsellors?

Challenges for genetic counsellors
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Genetic technologies  evolution
Karyotype

Sequence

>3-5Mb aCGH > ~ 2kb

Fluorescent in situ hybridisation

Sequence

1bp

Sequencing



• UK - Arrays recommended as first line test since
2010.

• Varying technologies
• Varying algorithms for determining pathogenicity

– NB does not detect balanced rearrangements

– best practice guidelines
www.cytogenetics.org.uk/prof_standards/ACC_array_bp_dec2011_2.00pdf
American College of Medical Genetics Genetics in Medicine 2011 13 676-679, 680-685
ISCA
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CNV detection rate=25%

87% too small to be detected by G-banded chromosome analysis

33% of imbalances are definitely pathogenic

34 different established genomic disorders detected in 430 patients

Imbalance for 6 different susceptibility loci detected in 205 patients

Most common genomic disorder: 22q11.2 deletion syndrome (n=64)

Most common susceptibility locus imbalance: 16p11.2 (n=60)

Ahn et al.(2013) Array CGH as a first line diagnostic test in place of karyotyping for
postnatal referrals – results for four years clinical application for over 8,700 patients
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• Challenges
– Interpretation

• 4 year old boy learning difficulties
• Parents mild learning difficulties
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• Challenges
– Variable Phenotype eg 16p 11.2 dup



‘Incidental findings’

Caroline Wright pertinent and non-pertinent findings
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Whole genome analysis

It is our view that using whole genome data in clinical diagnostic services within the NHS
without first addressing these fundamental issues of diagnostic quality poses potentially
unacceptable risks to patient safety, and quality of care. These risks include:

•Incorrect diagnosis (false positive or negative), leading to inappropriate patient care
and decision making and threatening patient safety.

•Failure to provide a conclusive diagnosis for the patient and a continuation of their
diagnostic odyssey.

•Inappropriate use of NHS resources.

PhG Foundation Briefing Note  Delivering Clinical
Whole Genome Analysis
www.phg.org.uk
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– Evidence of value
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• Undiagnosed developmental disorder

• Current targeted testing – no answer

• Exome sequence as part of the Deciphering Developmental Disorders
(DDD) project



‘INCIDENTAL FINDING’,
OPPORTUNISTIC SCREEN
e.g. BRCA1

PERTINENT
FINDING
Developmental Disorder
gene

• Secondary variant
• Unsolicited finding
• Health related finding
• Ancilliary
Etc etc

PERTINENT
FINDING
Developmental Disorder
gene
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10% Traditional MediaRecruitment

..
75% Social Media15% Direct Invitation



Public = 4961

Genomic
researchers = 607

6944
Genetic health
professionals = 533

Other health
professionals = 843

6944



75 countries involved



A: Our professional background rather
than the country we are from

Genetic Health
Professionals

Genomic
Researchers

Other Health
Professionals Public
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• People want data

• Treatability is important

• Genetic health professionals have more
conservative views
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• Even at ‘low risk’ some people still want data – (if it’s
usable)

• ‘If its about me, I want to know’

• ‘I’ll decide how important this data is, not you’
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• Adjusted for all potential confounding effects
• Only show data relating to significant odds ratios
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18%
Seek interpretation
(n = 4320)

62%
20%

Nothing (n = 1358)

Missing (n = 1266)
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78% said ‘I wouldn’t do anything immediately with it, but would
keep for future use’ (n = 926)

16% said ‘I wouldn’t know what to do with it’ (n = 194)16% said ‘I wouldn’t know what to do with it’ (n = 194)

3% said ‘I would delete the data’ (n = 40)

3% ticked ‘other’ (n = 32)



There is an appetite for receiving raw
genomic data

– For interpretation
– Just because it’s about me
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• People want:
– to be connected to the research process
– the option to receive data

• There is a perceived value in the data
– need to manage expectations
– sign post to what they can do with it
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USA Case

Anna aged 44
White American

Leonard aged
56, African American

Marie, aged 2

Severe developmental
delay, dysmorphic features



• No significant family history in any relatives
• Marie is severely disabled. Parents very

anxious and want to know everything about
Marie’s possible prognosis

• WGS can be offered to find a diagnosis
• ACMG list for opportunistic screen is available
• List contains adult and child onset conditions
• Trio testing
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SCREEN
e.g. BRCA1

PERTINENT
FINDING
Developmental Disorder
gene

• Additional Looked For
Findings
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• Different to specific consent for a particular
condition

• Testing for conditions not heard of and have
no emotional connection to

• List of conditions may change (as per 100kGP)
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• Variant in P53 discovered in Leonard and
Marie, “likely pathogenic” based on known
research
– (which has been done on data biased to affected

people and without much ethnic diversity)

• Leonard is fit and well and has no family
history of cancer (with many elderly relatives)

• How should we interpret this result?
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• How to do good in the absence of strong
data?

• What health screening should we offer Marie
and Leonard? (Marie is severely disabled and
annual MRI scanning is not feasible, would
require a general anaesthetic)

• Extensive genomic data sharing is needed to
confirm risks in specific ethnic groups
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• How would you handle this situation?
• What do the family want?
• What have we offered them?



“It may help to explain the degree of uncertainty
which surrounds the clinical utility of these
[additional looked for findings] at the current
time: the research effort to help us understand
and interpret these findings will be ongoing
throughout the project, and we will not know
for certain what risks patients carry for some
time.”
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Profound deafness

Robert
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• Jane and Robert are both medically deaf, but
also culturally Deaf

• Sign language is first language (spoken and
written English is second language)

• Positive and proud to be Deaf
• Generations of deafness (i.e.

genetic/inherited)
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• Jane and Robert have a preference for deaf
children

• Concerned about having a hearing child
• Asked to chat through the chances of having a

deaf or hearing child
• Would we offer pre-natal testing ‘just for

information’ – risk of miscarriage from the
amnio/CVS procedure

• Would couple ask for a termination of
pregnancy, would we allow them?
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• Balancing beneficence for the couple and family
versus non-maleficence for a child that does not
exist yet (although foetus exists)

• Parents right to have autonomy over pregnancy
• Hearing children might be disadvantaged in this

family
• Health professionals balancing their focus

between non-directiveness versus personal
values
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• Jane and Robert had a deaf child

• They were relieved and delighted

• If the baby had been hearing, I would have
referred them to the local social services for
deaf people, to access speech therapy
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• Michael is 24 years old
• His mother who is a single parent is affected

with HD.
• She has just gone into a residential home
• Michael is referred to talk about testing
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• What issues may emerge
• What should we discuss



• Michael has a younger brother aged 14

• He says he wants to be tested what do we do?
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Types of genetic testing in children

Presymptomatic testing- untreatable late onset disorders
with no effective intervention (usually AD)

Adults requesting such testing are advised through counselling pre
testing to prepare for results as can have major life impact.
International guidelines followed.

Implications include;

Managing results, pos or neg
Limitations of prediction
Emotional impact
Social- family, friends
Practical- insurance, employment
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Presumption no testing



SMA Type 1

Case study Reproductive choice

SMA Type 1

Sarah and John ‘s daughter was diagnosed with SMA1.
Sadly she died at the age of six months
Sarah has now had two early miscarriages and in her words
desperately wants another child

What issues may emerge



• Reproductive roulette
• Prenatal diagnosis  & TOP
• Gamete donation
• Adoption
• Remain childless
• PGD
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ACU, Guy’s Hospital

Edinburgh ACU

Oxford Fertility Unit
IVF Hammersmith, London

ARGC, London

Glasgow Royal Infirmary
The Bridge Centre, London
CARE, Nottingham
UCH, London
ACU, Guy’s Hospital



Trophectoderm
cells extruded
through small hole
made in the outer
coating of the
embryo

Cells
removed and
sent for
testing

Blastocyst
held in
position

FREEZE ALL EMBRYOS





Total babies born = 473
Treatment cycle to embryo transfer 71%
Clinical pregnancy per egg collection 32%
Clinical pregnancy per transfer 41%

• 343 singletons
• 121 twins ( x 2)
• 15 triplets (5 x 3)

• Multiple pregnancy rate = 8%

• 50 ongoing pregnancies
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• <35yr CPR = 36%

• 35-37 CPR = 19%

• 38-39 CPR = 8%

• >39 CPR = 0%
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•No treatment if BMI>35

•No funding if BMI>30

Risks:
- egg collection
- decreased success
- increased chance of
miscarriage

- increased risks in
pregnancy
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• Is PGD the solution?


